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In this paper we analyse the characteristics of queues in virtual circuit based 
packet switched networks where packets are of constant length and it is neces
sary to maintain their order in crossing the network. We assume therefore that 
service at each network node is in arrival order. Further, (due to a lack of 
space) we neglect the influence of polling mechanisms and take no account of any 
possible discretization of the arrival instants (in case of asynchronous time 
di vision switching). Packets are assumed to arrive according to a Poisson 
process and we suppose that buffers have unlimited capacity. 

A detailed model of flow control on a single link has been published in [1] : 
for practical purposes, a link can be assimilated to a server with a constant 
service time equal to the sum of one packet sending time and one Kth part of the 
packet acknowledgement time where K is the "window width". A packet switched 
network can thus be modelled as a network of constant service time queues where 
the service duration at each queue in the path of a virtual circuit may be 
different depending on the window width and the channel bit rate. 

The effect of flow control has already been considered approwimate1y in .[2] and 
[3] and, somewhat more exactly, by means of a markovian model in [4] . Concer

ning the theory of constant service time queueing networks, we note only one 
significant publication [5 J which is based on a major simplification : to be 
able to exploit a simple correspondence between the busy periods at successive 
stages, it is assumed that service times are non-decreasing along the succession 
of queues making up the virtual circuit (the general case is much more difficult 
to analyse in the absence of this simple correspondence). Moreover, the effect 
of "interference" delays has been generally under-estimated in the theory of 
queueing networks, whether they be of the Jackson type (i. e. markovian) or 
composed of queues with constant service time. In the latter case, it was shown 
in [6] that there exists a simple property concerning the duration of a busy 
period which can be considered as the result of the superposition of the Poisson 
traffics offered upstream in the network. However, this property cannot be 
extended to the overall delay of an arbitrary packet since it ignores the exis
tence of "interference" delays which must be added to the "self" delays caused 
by the considered traffic stream itself, as was noted by Rubin in [7] • . The 
error comes from the way in which the superposition arrival process is defined 
in relation to a packet of arbitrary origin. 

To avoid reasoning difficulties we use the analytical method of Pollaczek which 
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we have described at length in [8] : this method is extremely efficient and 
sure but requires the use of Cauchy integrals in the complex plane. 

To simplify the presentation (which is as brief as possible) we first suppose 
that all exogenous Poisson traffic streams are offered directly to the nodes in 
the path of the considered virtual circuit. 

2. THE NETWORK WITH EXOGENOUS TRAFFIC GENERATED AT THE NODES 

2.1 The network 

We consider a traffic stream having only one possible path consisting of a 
succession of m nodes. The traffic offered at the network input is a statio
nary Poisson stream of packet arrivals of intensity~! • Packets are routed 
in virtual circuit mode. At each nod~ i (i = 2, ••• , m), which we consider as a 
single server with service time T L , additional exogenous Poisson traffic 
streams are offered: a stream of arrivals intensity ~#(j), j = i ••• m, is 
offered to node i along the path up to node j, after whic~ it leaves this path. 
Node i thus receives both exogenous traffic streams and an endogenous traffic 
stream, of a~rivals intensity ~L-1 ' consisting of the end to end traffic 
of intensitY,{j together with other exogenous traffic streams first offered to 
upstream nodes'. These two types of traffic, At: (J ) and (Ai.-J ) , merge 
after node i to produce a new endogenous traffic stream of intensity j\, offered 
to the next node (i + 1) see figure 1. L 

Ai (i) j ~,1£ (j) 
~~=rrl--fZl~ --~ 
A j-l .1\. j 

Figure 1 

We introduce the following quantities 

- packet length in bits 
- traffic stream throughput 
- end to end window width 
- throughput allowed by the window 
- overall mean waiting time 
- overall mean sojourn time 
- mean packet acknowledgement time 
- number of bits which can be sent in this time 
- number of bits to send, allowed by the window 
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For the acknowledgement, we assume sojourn times are the same in both transmis
sion directions. The physical constraint N ~ N gives the maximal traffic stream 

-1 0 throughput : 

We must therefore evaluate W. 

2.2 Tandem queues 

We have 4L~)= 0 for i = 2, ... , m,) i,.,. m. We introduce the following notations 
concerning the n th packet at node i 

- n th packet arrival epoch: X~ 
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- interarrival time 
- waiting ,time 
- service 'time (constant) 
- load of 1 th serv ,er : 
- sojourn time 
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Y~_I = ~-X~_I 
w~ 

Tn = T 
Pi = ~IT<l 

s~ = w~+Tn 
m 

We also denote the overall mean waiting time : Wn = ~w~ 
I-I 

We use the conventions: X+ = Max (x,O) X- = Min (x,O) 

"I 'Po(z) = E [Exp (-z Y!_I)] = -- = 'P(z ; ~I) (R(z)~O) (2) 
).1 +z 

4!.(Z, ... z,.) = E [EXP ( - t. 7, W~) ] 
With first come, first served discipline, we have the usual relations 

w~ = (S~_I - Y~ _ I)+ (3) 

Yi _ (Xi - I + Si-I)_(Xi-1 +Si-I) = Yi-I +[(Si - I_Yi-I)++T.-I]-Si-:..11 n-I - n 0 0-1 n-I 0-1 n- I 0- 1 n n 
_ 'T'i - I_(Si - 1 _Yi- I)- = T.-I+(yi-I -Si - I)+ (4) - ~n 0- 1 n-I n n-I 0- 1 

The first term of the right hand side defines the interarrival time as the sum 
of the service time at the preceding stage and the length of any non-bus,.Y period 
(the 2nd term) occurring before this preceding stage service. 

We use Pollaczek's relation: 

(5) 

This is a Cauchy integral in the complex plane whose integration contour is a 
straight line parallel to and situated just to the right of the imaginary axis, 
covered from bottom to top and being closed to the right at infinity. 

Systematic use of expressions (3), (4) and (5) leads to the following expres
sion : 

Exp (-± ~ w~) = nr_1 ~ r Exp (-Uk(W~_I+T~_I)+Uk+I.T~+OI.k.UIY!_I] [_1_+ I ] .duk 
i - I 21('1 J+o Zk-Uk Uk-Uk+1 

R(uJ<R(~), ~r .• = 11 si k = i, 

° si k ~ i 

i = 1. .. rn, (6) 

i This expression corresponds to the fact that T~plays the role of an interarrival 
time at node (k + 1). If we add the effect of the non-busy period at the 
previous stage k, by relation (~) we deduce the following correspondence which 
will be used in . section 2.4 : 

(7) 

Note that the "useful" service at node k, i.e. that which is capable of causing 
delays, corresponds to the term: 

Exp (-U •. T~_ I+u, . ,.T~) = Exp (-1""(U.-U •• ,») (8) 

Now, to evaluate the overall waiting time, this tandem queue may be viewed as a 
single M/D/1 queue whose service time To is such that: 

Exp ( - ZT.) = Exp ( - Z Max (T I ••• T.») = z. IT:-- I 2~ L Exp ( - U •. 1"") . du:'.( t.u, = j (9 ) 
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where we use another relation due to Pollaczek. 

Relations (3) and (5), for ~= OJthen give the recurrence relation 

Ee-zWn = ~n(z", z) = 2~ r ~D_I(U •.. u).Exp (-uTJ.f'{-u; ~I)' [_I_+~]dU (10) 
nJ+o z-u u 

2.3 Influence of an exogenous packet. 

By (8), the product of "useful" service times at nodes k, k + 1, ••• m, concer
ning the endogenous packet preceding the considered packet is : 

H.(z, ... z,.) = 1Il:'-. Exp ( - T"(z" - z".,») = Exp ( - T"(z, -z,. ,») .H •• ,(z,. , ... z,.) (11) 

The arrival, downstream of node k, of exogenous packets between the two endoge
nous packets referred to above will modify this function Htdue both to the new 
service times which occur and which delay the endogenous packet and to the 
possible generation of new exogenous packets arriving during the services of the 
above mentioned exogenous packets. The system may be described as a branching 
process. We know that, during the service time at node k of the preceding endo
genous packet, the number of arrivals of exogenous packets (going up to the 
final node m) has the generating function : 

( ) 
... ( ) [~k+l(m).Tk.s]n 

Exp -~k+l(m).Tk.(l-s) = ~ Exp -~k+l(m).Tk. n! 

In the case where n exogenous packets arrive (and then the next endogenous 
arrival) at node (k + 1), the product function becomes(Hg f+!Adding, at node k, 
the "useful" service time of just the preceding endogencfJJ packet considered at 
this node, we find the following recurrence relation 

H.(z •... z..) = Exp [ -T'(Z.-Z •• ,») .H •• , (z •• , ... zm). 

Exp ( - T·. >-.. ,(In).[I- H •• , (z •• , ••. z..) j) 
For an exogenous packet of traffic stream[~ ~)~leaVing node j, the product 
function becomes : ~+1 ~I 

H k+l. j(Zk+I'" Zj) = H k+ 1 (Zk+I'" Zj' 0 ... 0) (12) 

Finally, taking account of all exogenous packets arriving along the considered 
virtual circuit leads to the product function of "useful" service times defined 
by the following recurrence relation (k = 1, ••.• , m-I) : 

Hm(ZuJ = Exp ( - Tm. Zm), 

H.(z, ... z..) = Exp ( - T·(z. - z,. ,») .H •• , (z,., ... z..). (13) 

Exp (-T" ~ }",.,(j).[I-H •• ,.;(z,., ... .,»)) 
j=k+1 

In particular, for z = .•••. = z = z we have the recurrence relation 
1. 1ft.' 

Hm(z) = Exp (-'J'IIl.z) 

[ Hk(z) = Hk+l(z). Exp (-T" ~ >-.+,o>.[I-H •• ,.;(Z))) 
j .. k+1 

ltt. This function gives the sum of all the service times T which, 
separate two successive packets of traffic streamQl~)offered to node 
consider the exogenous packets arrived downstream of node k. 

2.4 Combination of endogenous and exogenous packets. 

(14) 

at node rn, 
k ; we only 

To elaluate w~ we need to evaluate the additional amount of "work" to be added 
to ~tt:f and arriving during the interarrival tim~~J. To ' start this evaluation 
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~e;·~pp'Iy. the -8Xp8(!-t-at-iml .operat·or -t.o- {-J-} -and we have t<. mak-E. the 8Ubst:·it:~t-i.()n .: 
m 

Uh1 -+ Ut +1 + ~ ~+1(j).(l-S) 
J-t+1 . 

to get- the gene-rat!Ug- futlecl:OU 41 8 f.or .the number -of .exogenous -ar-r.ivala .at .node 
(k + 1). We deduce the additional amount of "work" by making the substitution 

m 

Uh1 -+ UIe +1+ ~ ~+1(j).[I-HIe+I.j (UIe +I •.• Uj)] 
j-Ie+1 I 1 

While, in (7), we see u •• ' note that, in -(6), ~: appears with (- ui ). The 
jump must therefore cha~~ sign givin~ the final sutstitution : +~ 

m 

Uh1 -+ Ut +l - ~ ~t+I(j). [1- Ht+ I, j (Uhl ... Uj)] (IS) 
j-t+1 

We now use this substitution and app~y the expectation operator to (6). We 
deduce the recurrence relation for the network of figure 1 

~.(Z"" z"J = E[ExP (- i; z.~JJ = 
. i-I 

(16) 

We can successively apply the residue theorem to plane (Ut), plane (Uz),r~" It 
appears the poles Ug = zli and ~,..t=AWu~"'j;" 'M, whereAA+ is the root of smallest 
absolute value, for''"R (ult +.1 )'>0 :n of foe equation in ult~~ : 

At(ut +1· .. um) -ut +1 + ~ ~t+I(j)· [1- Hk+I,j (ut +I'" uj )] = 0 (17) 

by using Rouche's theorem and- lef1or R (uA) positive and low if necessary 
(h = k + 2" ••.•.. , m). Relation (16) may be wrItten : 

4'n(ZI'" z.u) = C(ZI'" z.u) + D1(zl'" zm) (18) 

C (z1..".~) comes uniquely from the r!!sidues 'at poles ~ = zJi as if we had a simplp 
tandem queue with arrival rateAa. ( J ) = 0 • We must, however, keep the exact 

1i.+1 
value of H~ (u.1 ,,.., tU. Taking account of (9) and (10) we deduce from the single 
pole u = Z for R (u) > 0, excluding the pole u = Aj =,A, 

~ 
C(z ... z) = 'P( -z;~I).al(z).4'n-I(Z", z) (19) 

whereo(1~)is a particular case of the function (i = 1 .. _ .. m) : 

(20) [[ 1>. a,(z) = z( IIL'. , 2~j Ldu:
k

) .Gi(u[ ... u..), t,uk = z 

This function/which is deduced from (13) on setting zh, - Z ~ can be defined 
by the recurrence relation (k = 1. ...... m) : f.i+.l 

Gm(z.) = Exp ( - 'pn • z.u) 

GIe(ZIe'" z.u) = GIe+I(Zk+l'" z.).Exp (-Tie. (ZIe+. ~ ~1e+1(j)[1-Gk+l .j (ZIe+I'" Zj)])] 
J- k+1 

In contrast to Hk(~)' the function~~)gives the sum of only the service times 
(endogenous packet [ncluded) corresponding to the "dominant" node (with respect 
to the considered initial value k) in analogy with (9). It therefore corresponds 
to a different duration of that given by the fu.~ction H,g (~). As to the function 
Dt. (Zj'''z",) in (18), this is a particular case ' of the'rollowing function with 
Ra = 1 : 
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RA. results from the residues of successive poles, for R (u) >0 : 
u l = AI = A., ... , Uh = Ah, Uh+1 = Zh+U ••. , Um = Zm , 

Note that the succession of 2 poles ul = ~J and ~ ~ produces a residue of zero. 
ft 1l. fl·,..,t t+1 

2.5 Intensity of remaining endogenous arrivals 
In (22) the termsJ\~,for the index h,are roots of (17) for: 

Uk +1 = A k +1t ••• , Uh = Ab' Uh+1 = ~+., ... , Um = Zm 
Given that only the case j~ h is to be considered, (22) therefore becomes 

Ak-Ak +1 + t Ak+,O)[l- Hk+I,j (Ak+I .. · Ah, Zh+I'" Z)] = 0 
J=h 

Note that : Hk+"j(Ak+, ... Ah, Zh+"" Zj) = Hh,j(Ah, 

(23) 

Adding together equations (23), we deduce the expression: 

Ak(zh+I"" zm) = A,+ ~ akO). [l-Hh,j(Ah, ~+, ... Zj)] 
J=h [ (24) 

(25) 
i=2 

for k < h, the termsJljl will disappear. For k = h, on the other hand, we state 
the following theorem . 
THEOREM 1 
For give~F (zP1+.1I''''' ~ with positive and low real parts (if necessary), the 
INTENSITY/REMAINING ENDOGENOUS ARRIVALS at the output of node h is the root of 
smallest absolute value (andmPositive real part) of the equation in uk 

u", = A, + ~ ahO). [1- Hh. j (uh• Zh. ,,,. Zj)] (26) 
~ J - h 

where aA (J) is the sum or exogenous arrivals intensities having joined the endo-
genous arrival stream upstream of node h and leaving at the output of node j. 

2.6 The waiting time of the endogenous packet. 

For the stationary regime we can now suppress the index n. 
(18), (19) and (22) successively give: 

Expressions (16), 

D,(z ... z) 
(27) 4>(Z) = 4>(z ... z) = 1 _ (_ . '\) () 

(() Z,I\, a, Z 

(28) Dj(z ... z) 
4>(A, ... 1\,z ... z) = ----------=----------

1 - <p (- Z + . ~ ~+ 10) [1- H j+ I, j (z)] ; Ai(Z») ai+ I(Z) 
J=I+' 

whereA~(z) corresponds to (26) for i = hand z =~ ... ~ = z = z. 
... ~+:J ·m 

Isolating the first term in (22), h = i, we deduce a recurrent relation between 
the D~ • Expressions (27) and (28) then give a recurrence relation between the 
terms 4>(A, ... Ai,zj+,'" zm)where theA~ only depend on (zi+t .. ·.i(. The last term, like ~ 
andA1t\.' is moreover a constant. Let zi.=··""= Z;~= z. We finally find the follo
wing expression for the OVERALL WAITING TIME OF AN ENDOGENOUS PACKET, whereJti~) 
is defined by (26) : / 

4>(Z) = ilr!.l 1/!Jz) 1/!j(z) = Wj(z)/Vj+ ,(z) (29) 

1- (t~G).H\j (0») -Aj_,(O)a'j(O) 
J-I 

Wj(z) = . (30) 

(

m 1 - H . . (Z») 1 - a.(z) 
1 - ~~G) I.) - Ai ': l(Z) I 

j=j Z Z 
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\1':+1 <~'-) -!-s dedu-ced fr-om -Wi+-.f (z-) by the substitutions : 

[1-Hj +,j(z)]-+[1-Jj +,j(z)] = [1-Hj +I ,j(z)], (31) 

and we have 

[ 
3. THE GENERAL NETWORK 

l-A,a',(O) 

1-a,(z) 
l-A,--

z 
with: ~(O) = 1/;j(O) = Wj(O) = V j+ 1(0) = 

(33) 

An exogenous traffic stream is now offered to node (i + 1) after having gathered 
other exogenous traffic streams at previous nodes. Considering the form of 
equation (26) and the method of deriving expressions (13), (15), (20) and (21), 
we deduce the following general rule : 

~
ULE : The results of section 2 are applicable as long as we consider), (J') as 1lt.+.1 

the sum of exogenous arrivals intensities gathered upstream by various exogenous 
traffic streams offered to node (i + 1) and leaving the endogenous traffic 
stream after node j. 
We deduce the following theorem : 
THEOREM 2 : 

~
he characteristic function 9J i (z) of the LOCAL WAITING TIME of an endogenous 

packet at node i is defined by expressions (29) to (33) with the following 
interpreta~ions : 
- overall self waiting time between nodes i and m (excluding interference):Wj (z) 
- overall waiting time between nodes (i+1) and m (including interference): Vj+1tz) 

These quantities appear to be new. The MEAN LOCAL WAITING TIME of an endogenous 
packet at node i is : t --.•• _ ., 

/1/;'j(O) = W'j(O) - V'j+I(O) I (34.) 
'--__________ .. _J 

4. CONSEQUENCE ON LINK FLOW CONTROL 
An exogenous packet offered to node i has a greater influence on the overall 
waiting time of an endogenous packet at this node that at downstream nodes. This 
is due to the different value of the function Hi (z), expression (14), in com
parison with the function 0( L (z), expression (20), after fusion at the node 
output. It seems therefore preferable to reduce the "equivalent" service time 
Ti-tat the previous node in order to reduce the mean number of exogenous packets 
which can arrive at node i during this upstream service time. 
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